Financing for the future

Tailored financial solutions to drive business models of the future

Automation, electrification and digitalisation are rapidly changing the way we do business – and the way we live. Siemens supports your investments in related technology by offering project finance, equipment and leasing solutions, structured finance, capital loans and advisory services. We combine these solutions with unparalleled technology know-how to ensure your next business investment enhances competitiveness, generates greater value and provides a solid foundation for growth.

Contact us to find out how financing from Siemens can help your business

---

**Equipment and Technology Finance**

The pace of change in many industries is now dictated by the pace of technological innovation.

**Working capital finance**

Explore how invoice discounting, revolving lines of credit, term loans and trade-finance facilities can help you effectively increase cash flow to realise a wide range of business objectives.

**Project finance**

Siemens combines financial expertise, technology know-how and a wealth of experience in estimating risk to ensure your large-scale project goes off without a hitch.
At a glance

Your trusted financing partner

Whether in energy or industrial production, healthcare, infrastructure or urban development, the right financing is crucial to facilitating effective investment.

Public-private partnership in a nutshell

Public-private partnerships play a vital role in facilitating infrastructure development and can support to overcome the infrastructure gap in Asia.

Energy performance contracting in a nutshell

Greater energy efficiency doesn’t just lower CO2 emissions, it also lowers energy costs. The question is how to make buildings more energy efficient without breaking the budget. How fortunate that energy performance contracting provides an answer.

Project finance in a nutshell

In a rapidly changing energy landscape, financing is paving a way forward. Project Finance can help to sustainably enable the power systems of the future.

Total cost of ownership in a nutshell

Hybrid technology is becoming more and more important for sustainable city development. But the low-carbon bus market requires substantial investment. Affordable financing and transparency of costs can support to increase transport efficiency.

Asset finance in a nutshell

Manufacturing is transforming through digitalization – but access to digitalized technology requires capital. Manufacturers are therefore deploying asset finance from private sector financiers to prevent their growth from being held back by lack of capital.
Financial Services provides business-to-business financial solutions. Around the globe, customer investments with project and structured financing as well as leasing and equipment finance are supported. Just contact us or visit our local sites.

**Financial services in UK**

The Siemens international networks give you access to the know-how and financial expertise your project requires, in any market and around the globe. Siemens Financial Services is based at four locations around the UK. Our head office is in Stoke Poges, Buckinghamshire. The majority of our employees are based here, with functions including sales, marketing and support.

- **Stoke Poges (UK Head Office)**
  Sefton Park Bells Hill
  Stoke Poges, Buckinghamshire, SL2 4JS

- **Manchester (Sales Office)**
  Sir William Siemens House, Princess Road
  Manchester, M20 2UR

- **Frimley (Financial Advisory Service)**
  Sir William Siemens Square
  Frimley, Surrey, GU16 8QD

- **London (Siemens Bank)**
  111 Old Broad Street
  London, EC2N 1BR

**Market focus**

**Creating conditions for growth**

Siemens combines proven financial expertise with a unique engineering heritage. This allows us to fully understand the risks and opportunities your project presents, support your long-term business goals and foster new ways to grow.

**Energy Finance**

Investment solutions to help our clients in the energy and natural resource markets address tomorrow's energy needs today.

**Industry Finance**

Specially tailored financing solutions can help UK businesses purchase cutting-edge technologies from both Siemens and third-party manufacturers in a cost-effective way.
Customer references

Financial solutions in action

Siemens leverages the technology experience needed to understand your individual vision and the financial know-how required to bring it to life, anywhere in the world. Learn more about how we're helping businesses in industrial production, healthcare and energy today.

Transportation Finance
Combining specialist sector knowledge with financial expertise to deliver tailored financial solutions to UK transportation companies for many types of vehicle.

Healthcare Finance
Financing equipment and infrastructure to improve patient care, make treatment more widely available and improve throughput.

Public Sector Finance
Understanding the Public Sector and its accounting requirements coupled with indepth knowledge of the typical equipment purchased makes SFS a dependable financing partner.

Energy finance helped BELECTRIC UK lead KTC Edibles to efficiency

• Energy finance removed the financial strain of this investment
• It allows our clients to finance projects that they might not have gone ahead
Finance from SFS allows British subcontract engineer to raise productivity

- Manufacturer needed to finance purchase of state-of-the-art machining centre and upgrade product lifecycle management (PLM) software
- Several hundred thousand pound tailored finance package enabled acquisition of new machining centre
- SFS's knowledge of equipment application and technology development paths, enabled construction of competitive finance solution
Flexible financing reduces emissions for London bus operator

- London bus operator awarded 3 TfL routes providing they deployed new low emission buses
- They required financing which enabled the investment without a lump-sum single purchase
- SFS demonstrated its expertise through the provision of a customised financing solution

View case study

Latest research

Trends and scenarios of the future

Whitepaper

The pace of Industry 4.0 adoption

The early adopters of Industry 4.0 are those that stand to gain competitive advantage from digital transformation. 'Countdown to The Tipping Point for Industry 4.0', the latest whitepaper from Siemens Financial Services, asks experts from across the globe when the global manufacturing community will have substantially converted to Industry 4.0 production platforms.
Relieving the pressure

The extent of pressure exerted on healthcare resources can be broadly determined by three categories: application of funds, infrastructure and skills. New research from Siemens relates healthcare demand and resources to the patient outcomes they produce, resulting in a 'healthcare value indicator', which offers a simple but vivid comparative picture of healthcare systems around the world.

Smart start for smart buildings

This whitepaper examines the role that private finance can play in enabling healthcare organisations to acquire advanced medical equipment and technology to improve patient care. Register to download the whitepaper now.
CFO 4.0

Essential financial competencies for successful transition into Industry 4.0. According to research by Siemens Financial Services, five key competencies are required for a CFO 4.0. Register to download the whitepaper now.

Practical Pathways to Industry 4.0

The research from Siemens Financial Services has highlighted the top two major obstacles to a successful transition to Industry 4.0 as digital skills and access to finance for the scale of investment. Register to download the whitepaper.
The Digitalization Productivity Bonus

New-generation digitalized technology is enabling manufacturers to improve performance. Find out how Industry 4.0 financing tools play a significant role in helping manufacturers to unlock the potential of digitalization. Register to download the whitepaper.

Outcomes and Opportunities

The ongoing globalization of trade continues to apply pressure to margins. Businesses need to closely scrutinize costs and efficiency. Find out how finance enabled business models are developing to drive effective organizational and digital transformation. Register to download the whitepaper.
Urgent Update

How financing is enabling improved standards in diagnostic imaging. New research by Siemens estimates cost of updating diagnostic imaging equipment to a minimum standard across the globe. Register to download the whitepaper now.

Unlocking digital transformation: the finance factor

A global qualitative study by Siemens of precision and engineering companies has found smart finance is becoming increasingly important to facilitate new-generation technology acquisition. Register and download the whitepaper!
Whitepaper

SmartStart

Modeling private sector finance adoption for SmartStart cities. Learn about the SmartStart accessible funding in 13 countries around the globe, and register to download the whitepaper now.

Whitepaper

Investing in success

Smart finance helps manufacturers capitalize on Fourth Industrial Revolution. Learn the insights of manufacturing CFOs on the role of finance in the new-generation manufacturing environment, and register to download the whitepaper now.
Whitepaper

Taking the pulse

How healthcare CFOs around the world are managing change. Smart finance are seen as particularly important to healthcare organizations’ ability to manage change. Register and download the whitepaper!

Whitepaper

Driving digitalization and automation

How can global manufacturers diversify financing techniques to fund digitalized technology? Manufacturing finance managers are reporting a need to invest in new-generation technology. Register and download the whitepaper!

Social media links

Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
Partnership

Financing that fits

Effective financing lays the groundwork for market success. Siemens can design a financial solution with the exact needs of your market and project in mind, letting you account for risk and take advantage of growth opportunities as they arise.

Contact us to find out how financing from Siemens can help your business.
Invoice Discounting

Frequently asked questions